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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

Thank you for the comments for our manuscript. It is our pleasure to submit a new version of our paper integrating reviewers’ critics. We carefully considered every point raised by the reviewer. Below are comments made by reviewer and replies by authors. The modifications we made to the manuscript were indicated in highlighted text.

Thank you very much for your interest and comments regarding our study.

For the comments of Editorial Board member

<Comment 1>
The section which is still unclear is that regarding Table 3. I think they could have some sentences on page 9 explaining what the ORs mean. For example, something like “People in the intervention city were 3.87 times more likely to (what?)”?

<Answer>
Thank you for your comment.
We added the following sentence on page 9.

For example, people in the intervention city were 3.87 times more likely to have decreased level of belief of those myths “most lumps suspicious of breast cancer are painful”.

<Comment 2>
Generally the headings and footnotes of the tables are uninformative and this is particularly so for Table 3.”

<Answer>
Thank you for your excellent comment.
We revised the headings of table 2, table 3, and table 4 in order to let the tables more informative.